
 

 

STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT 
 
MEETING DETAILS: 

Club: Waverley Racing Club Date: Thursday, 30th July 2015 
Weather: Fine 
Track: Slow (9) 
Rail: True 
Stewards: N Goodwin (Chairman), B Bateup and L Tidmarsh 
Typist: V Perry 

 

GENERAL:  
A clearance was received from Jockey L Allpress. 

 

SUPPLEMENTARY:  
Nil 

 

SUMMARY: 
Swabbing: WEE BISKIT, NEW YORK MINUTE, BIGREDMOON, PERFECTLYENCHANTED, DEZ, ITSALRIGHT and 

SAINT EMILION. 
Suspensions: Race    

Protests: Race   

Fines: Race  3 M McNelis (HANCOCK)  
[Rule 638 (3) (b) (ii)] – Excessive use of whip – Fined $350 

Warnings: Race    

Bleeders: Race   

Horse Actions: Race    

Medical Certificates:  

Rider Changes: Race    

Late Scratchings: Race    

 
RACE COMMENTS: 

Race 1 BRUCE CLIFTON BUILDING HIGHWEIGHT 

WISE MEN SAY (N Quinn) began awkwardly and got back then was taken three-wide to improve round runners leaving the 
straight on the first occasion.  When questioned, Rider N Quinn advised that his instructions from connections were to 
bustle the horse early and maintain that impetus throughout as the gelding was a one-pacer and lacked a finishing sprint 
and this was considered more beneficial to its chances. 
JITZU (M McNelis) raced wide without cover from the 1,400 metres. JITZU commenced to give ground near the 1,000 
metres and was not persevered with thereafter.  When questioned, Rider M McNelis reported the mare held its breath and 
that he was to recommend to connections that a tongue tie be applied at its next start.  Stewards ordered a post-race 
veterinary examination of JITZU which did not reveal any abnormalities.   
ZEDBEE shifted in under pressure near the 300 metres having to be straightened. 
WEE BISKIT lay inwards under pressure over the final 100 metres. 

Race 2 NORWOOD FARM MACHINERY 2YO MAIDEN 

RINGBOLT was slow to begin. 
TAWERA NIKAU shifted out leaving the barrier bumping with NAKI GIRL. 
WESTERN shifted out and away from NAKI GIRL leaving the barrier dictating CELTIC CROSS wider on the track. 
MISS OAHU had to be steadied entering the first bend when racing in restricted room to the inside of MIME which hung 
inwards. 
PERFECT SUGGESTION hung outwards entering the final straight contacting the hind quarters of NEW YORK MINUTE which 



 

 

was momentarily unbalanced. 
MIME shifted outwards across the heels of WESTERN near the 100 metres to continue to improve. 

Race 3 CLARENDON HOTEL HIGHWEIGHT 

JO SO FINE stumbled then blundered on jumping away. 
EXWHYWHAT over-raced in the early stages. 
EVADIR LA BALA and DIRTY BERTIE raced wide throughout. 
EXWHYWHAT raced three-wide throughout. 
When questioned regarding the performance of OKAY JACK Rider G Walsh was unable to offer any tangible excuse. 
M McNelis (HANCOCK) admitted a breach of Rule 638 (3) (b) (ii) in that he used his whip excessively prior to the 200 
metres and was fined the sum of $350 by the JCA. 

Race 4 FOMS 1650 

PERFECTLYENCHANTED underwent and passed a veterinary examination behind the barriers after being fractious in the 
parade ring. 
PRESTIGIOSA was slow to begin. 
HOSTAGE had to be steadied going into the first turn when MCRAE (K Smith) shifted ground inward.  K Smith the rider of 
MCRAE was advised to exercise care. 
POWER TRIP raced three-wide throughout. 
RED KING raced wide throughout. 
Apprentice M Singh the rider of PERFECTLYENCHANTED was shown footage of his ride in the presence of the Riding Master 
after he allowed his mount to shift out under hard riding in the home straight making contact with RED KING which shifted 
ground inwards.  M Singh was advised that he is expected to straighten his mount sooner than he did on this occasion. 
When questioned into the run of PHOENIX TYCOON which was under pressure entering the home straight, Rider L Allpress 
was of the opinion the mare was not comfortable in the going.  

Race 5 MCCARTHY TRANSPORT MAIDEN 

ARSALAN jumped away awkwardly resulting in the rider becoming briefly unbalanced. 
DEZ and KATIE SPICE were slow to begin. 
BROKEN BELT over-raced in the early stages and near the 1,000 metres had to be restrained when awkwardly placed near 
the heels of LA MISE EN JEU. 
HI FIVER raced three-wide without cover throughout. 
ETOILE D’ANGE raced wide without cover throughout. 
KATIE SPICE got its head up near the 1,000 metres when being restrained off the heels of BLACK IZIAH. 
DEZ shifted outwards across the heels of ETOILE D’ANGE passing the 400 metres dictating EDEN ROCK wider on the track. 
ARSALAN momentarily lost its footing in the going which was cutting out near the rail near the 400 metres.  The Stewards 
ordered a track inspection of the area prior to the commencement of Race 6 and remedial work was carried out. 
KARCHING shifted in under pressure near the 250 metres having to be straightened. 

Race 6 SANDFORDS 1400 

RED SUNSET and MATAGOURI were both slow away. 
SIR GONZALES raced wide without cover throughout. 
MATAGOURI (J Riddell) commenced to give ground near the 500 metres when placed under pressure and was not 
persevered with thereafter.  When questioned J Riddell considered something amiss with the mare so eased MATAGOURI 
down in the home straight.  The stewards ordered a post-race veterinary examination of MATAGOURI which revealed a 
wind affliction.  Connections advised they would experiment with the horse’s gear prior to its next start. 

Race 7 COLIN CROMARTY 50TH BIRTHDAY 1200 

WORZEL GUMMIDGE jumped away awkwardly. 
BRECON BELLE and JACKSON STREET bumped heavily leaving the barrier, with BRECON BELLE losing ground. 
NOM DU BEEL over-raced in the early stages. 
BRECON BELLE raced wide without cover throughout. 
SKYCHI had to be steadied near the 400 metres when awkwardly placed on the heels of WORZEL GUMMIDGE. 
SALUTE ME shifted out and away from NOM DU BEEL which shifted outwards across the heels of MARE MIA near the 200 
metres to continue to improve. 

 


